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Objectives
For a given bridge deck (CD , CL, CM) & turbulence characteristics (σu,
σw , ρuw ):
How big is the skewness of the resulting loading ?
(extremes and peak factors)
Assumptions:
• quasi-steady loading
• no aeroelastic eﬀect, no admittance, no aerodynamic damping
Scope: Decks for which a complete wind-tunnel or CFD assessment is
not aﬀordable
Objective: obtain a simple estimation of the skewness
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Expected (stationary) aerodynamic coeﬃcient for a new bridge
deck ?
• CFD / wind-tunnel;
• search literature for a similar generic section;
• search codes for CD , CL, C ′D , C ′L
• ...
→ Classiﬁcation of deck sections and related aerodynamic
coeﬃcients
all measured in the wind-tunnel at the CSTB (Nantes)
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Pattern Space Representation (c0,c1,c2)
Aim: Collapse information to a set of scalars








In this work, p = 2. We thus have
• c0, c1, c2 for each deck
• statistics of c0, c1, c2 for each deck typology
(1) for details, see:
Denoël, V. (2009). "Polynomial approximation of aerodynamic coeﬃcients based on the statistical
description of the wind incidence." Probabilistic Engineering Mechanics 24(2): 179-189..
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( Boxes represent the mean +/- one std of the deck sections in each catergory )
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ρC [α (t)]BV 2 (t) .
with α (t) and V (t) are functions of u and w .
3. PDF of a continuous function f (u,w):







Impractical results → asymptotic series expansion for small Iu, Iw
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Statistics of Aerodynamic Loading
After some developments ...(1)

































































(Results are given for ρuw = 0)
(1) for details, see:
Denoël, V. (2009). "Limit analysis of the statistics of quasi-steady non-linear aerodynamic forces for
small turbulence intensities." Probabilistic Engineering Mechanics 24(4): 552-564..
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Appendix
Further Reading
Thank you for your attention ...
Read out more: www.orbi.ulg.ac.be
Contact me: v.denoel@ulg.ac.be
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